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Lorraine Caputo
____________________________________________________
Rising
The bright of new morn
falls across my body
sleep-swaying
in a blue hammock
Desperation heaves &
breaks over me
Out on the streets
the sun already
re ects hot o
blacktop & glass
These waves swirl
& occasionally slam
against my spirit
Stalls are set up
fruits & vegetables
unloaded from the
back of trucks
Pure colors grasp for
my eyes, my mind
the scent of guava
wafts around me
The frothing brine
laps against my lips
I cling tightly
to the boulders
of this day
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Marianna Ariel
____________________________________________________
Telescope
I.
Tell a story of a we to a one who’s never heard one
See ourselves in a mirror of salt
One two / one three / one one / one one
One tube for heavenly bodies.
II.
Instinctively, when touched by an ant, the beetle larva arches its back.
If the larva can place its mouth on the mouth of the ant it will receive a drop of food.
I try fertilizing eggs without needing them to live or

live long.

I go splat! in the holy land.
The lion is coming for me.
I have to go in.
III.
This job is largely undecipherable—
annexing territory while we sleep.
In one dream the barrio has lifted up
like a many armed star sh
and is digesting white people
with the stomach at its core.
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In another dream the forest
has burned to death.
We learn the prison is made impenetrable
by an absence between two fences.
We crouch behind a gate
and wait on morning tra c to simmer down.
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Encounters
I.
Nebula of arousal or//
little hope for arrival

nation state

what bead welling up

and springing! from an eye
soaking in quick
pills on hand-me-down prison pants
II.
I can see you through the glass before court.
You can see me too.
We can see each other through the glass.
The guards can see us seeing each other.
Everything is painted white.
You can see me seeing you shortly through the glass.
Time is weighted unfairly.
The glass becomes a solid wall quickly with our walking.
We walk the glass into opacity.
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Rachel Mayes

Getting the Words Out
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Paulie Lipman
____________________________________________________
DNA Strangled From Strand To Circle
nonsense heart
pass blood
joining head
no matter destination
a revelation gone
beyond you
important
maybe
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Even In Bright Disgust Flows Purpose
lightning fucker
twisting anew
in a thunder dusk
together denoted
a nal daydream
leave television and
its fading resonance
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Sreekanth Kopuri
____________________________________________________
India
When the rain-drenched
old wooden face of the
bullock cart’s wheel that’s
sunk in the mud of the
Pedana elds, and Karna
shoulders the ancient burden
of its epic strains with his
face at the mobile towers,
the Sun’s signals swing his
golden earrings enlightening
him towards a red, rusting
tractor that is yet to trace
the tracks towards a combine
for a golden harvest.

*Karna: A major character in the Indian Epic Mahabarata.
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Carolyn Adams
Clouds and Water

paper collage on a postcard, 2018
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Andrea Heine
____________________________________________________
Flutter
The doctor listened
with intent,
and asked,
“Have you ever had
your heart checked out?”
“No,” I replied.
“Well, it’s all—”
and he lifted
one hand
to the air and made it
dance around
like a butter y.
“I’m going to order an EKG.”
Who knew, I had
a uttering
little thing
for a heart.
Part central circuit organ,
part winged creature
trapped behind
my breasts and ribcage,
pushing and pulling
its wings
for a chance
to be free.
No wonder I can never
nd a steady pace
in this world.
My own beats
in opposition to
the metered ticking
of clocks,
consistent passing
of time,
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steady beeps
of construction equipment,
the footsteps of lovers,
or strangers
on crowded
city streets.
Maybe my heart is
unsure of its place,
between love, lust,
and other duties
of the blood.
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Geula Geurts
____________________________________________________
Tales I Tell Myself
Outside the city walls, I pick
mint leaves, brew tea for
drifters, the broken-hearted
vagabonds. One tells me my ngers
are smooth like pebbles
at the river’s bottom, softened
by currents over time.
My mother warns me not to give
my heart to a beggar. A man,
woman & a sliver of stale bread.
What good can come of that?
In the dark sky, bats
with hearts of their own dive
from tree to tree.
He drinks tea from my mouth
the man with the yellow hair, crumbles
bread into my hands, whispers
we are all cut &
in our cutting we are made.
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Honey
Let it be the pelvic bone
that contains the lion’s honey,
in your hand the manhood
of the one you love. Let it be
the steady throb, his life coursing
through your ngers. Like this,
let existence be hard
and soft at the same time,
the raven poking its black beak
into the wet grass. After
the bodies are still, let the breaths
endure a little death. Can you
hear the bees hum?
Like a sting—let it be good.
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Glen Armstrong
____________________________________________________
Impossible Passages #81
I am stuck, not stupid. The uidity with which others express thoughts and make love evades me, for
now. I am the mosquito trapped in amber. I am my own last meal, still alive, still viable, still ready to
reconnect with the pulse.
The storm arrives when the storm arrives. People waiting for the bus shrivel up or prickle under the
rain drops. The cops arrive when the cops arrive. There is a time and a purpose and a radio that is
tuned as if to another decade.
I listen and think until my thoughts are music, and the radio solves problems. Its twelve-string guitar
divine, like rain on a sidewalk. The bus arrives, and the passengers are beautiful, their children’s
pockets full of plastic dinosaurs.
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Dani Putney
____________________________________________________
What the Ocean Taught Me
It’s not opposites that attract
but sameness.
Desire of similarity is borne
through sculptural replication,
a feeling too complex to disintegrate
into mere voyeurism.
When I’m attracted to masculinity,
I can’t separate the urge to fuck
and to become.
Riding denim is how I evolve
into myself,
that moment of oneness
most never experience.
When I’m drawn to femininity,
gravity disappears to align
my soft belly with spiked angularity,
an emulsion unquestionably miscible,
yellow and white,
yellow and white.
Coupledom is the greatest myth of all,
not replicated but mass produced,
ersatz every time unknowing bodies touch,
a severance that fails to mimic
what it means to be whole.
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Beverly M. Collins
Child at Play
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Beverly M. Collins
____________________________________________________
Glue
Some exist like a human fuse deeply attracted
To the hand grenades of the world.
Celebration can prove a snap-easy tether.
People appear to bond greatest over shared
dislikes.
Nothing motivates folks to lock arms stronger
than the things they can gripe about together.
Have you ever noticed?
The intensity of “make-up” sex is so much
stronger than, “We’ve-been-getting-alongswimmingly-all-day-long” sex.
Why is that?
It appears to be like a tight-rope-walk with the
poison-familiar, until breathing feels like a Competitor?
I guess deep compatibility can strip away the wall
that is a security blanket some souls need against
the ever-changing slopes of life.
No-one can rip-out a heart that was secretly
not on o er. It must feel like an autonomy
safety net of sorts.
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Alex C. Eisenberg
____________________________________________________
The Bird
for Kimble ~ September 2nd 1953 to June 2nd, 2018
A warbler whacked into the window at your back
the perfect punctuation to your words:
my last Sunday on Earth.
When the bird hit
you spun&stood&shouted all in one motion.
[Who knew

the nesse of a dying man?]

Stunned & dizzy the bird—small yellow—stirred
& started swirling mad like a dervish wild
like a tilt-a-whirl
a child's toy top
wings splayed & spinning spinning
[stop!]
Don't look. you directed me
protecting me from death
as if she hadn't been knocking at every window I see
hadn't slipped secretly through the front door & taken a seat;
as if I hadn't stared into her empty eyes for weeks
while your body was sucked of substance & lled with pus
or signed the papers for your poison
your self-sentence
your brave choice;
as if I didn't understand
the lie of the in nite sky
the secret walls transparent hidden waiting.
[SMACK!]
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Eventually
the bird stilled itself & stood
in the shadow of this tower
seemed to wait while we
discussed logistics for your last week.
When we nished
I stood to watch her move on
but of course
she had already gone.
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Carolyn Adams
Solidity

paper collage on a postcard, 2018
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A.R. Bekenstein
____________________________________________________
In which I wonder how many lives I’ve entered as a background character
A seventeen year old boy with every color of highlighter known to man, legs shaking, body vibrating
o the ca eine of his second venti Americano
A woman in her mid-thirties, staring at a textbook bigger than she is, sinking eyelids, sipping water out
of a plastic Starbucks cup
A college student, headphones in, computer lid half closed, untouched iced mocha leaving rings of
condensation on the wooden table, “studying”
A teenage boy nibbling at a tomato & mozzarella sandwich, thumbs tapping away at a phone screen
Two middle-aged women waiting in line, discussing their latest fad diets, glorifying the supposed
health bene ts of the antioxidants in decaf black co ee
A group of eighth graders, grabbing their frappuccinos and cake pops, giggling, without a care for
calories or grams of sugar
A 19 year old girl, quiet, observing, adding another packet of Equal to her grande cold brew—
All here, existences overlapping for this tiny moment.
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Elsa Korneti
____________________________________________________
Angel Wing

translated from Greek by Patricia Felisa Barbeito

How much longer does the violin need to burrow
Into the silver co ee cup
To dig up some dirt?
Angels Like eggs Are rst hatched in ames Fading
like heliotropes And then Out of a chimney’s nostril They pour swarm-like Each one glues two
cloud-wings on his back Follows the trail of acid rain A harp’s tears And I, who have known since I was
little how to spot an angel in love Watch him play the violin For a singular love For the lovers who were
turned to stone in time He holds onto the chandelier Hanging in a burnt vault Waging single combat
with his bow hitting irregular notes So charmingly Seesawing On a garland’s frayed ends In a fairy tale
that turned into the Rot of A uence
I stared in surprise
As he ew blinding-bright
Using the bow to saw
His own neck
Catch he shouted
And straight at me threw
The golden ball
Of his severed head
Which glimmering with light
Was still all smiles.
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Cynthia Anderson
____________________________________________________
The Outer World
Minerals give themselves
to weather, and skin
to whatever comes next.
My skeleton has
its own intelligence—
sometimes slow to move.
When I bend,
my skull, with its permanent
smile, pauses—
As do my spine,
my extravagant femurs,
my precious ulnas.
Flesh covers this frame
like lichen with only
rock to live on—
tenacious
in the eeting light
of the outer world.
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Rachel Mayes

The Teddy Bears’ Picnic
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Kushal Poddar
____________________________________________________
The Portrait of Grief As Grief

We de ate its chest to the rhythm of the rain,
inject a syringe full of adrenaline.
I put my mouth on its palor, breathe my heart out.

We open an album; the photos graph silhouette;
in one my mother wears a tutu and her
toes do a perfect pirouette.
We wear two extreme poles of monochrome.

Grief's dandelion bursts softness.
It just won't stay alive for long.
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Zach Groesbeck
____________________________________________________
Dressed Weight

Antler tangled
bramble
occupies
slit in deer blind
Place
adopts presence
as language
scrawled
by perception
Doe bleat—
a trajectory
approaching
To the animal
noun and verb are
asemic—deer
if shot, will
collapse—with
or without
denotation
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thing and act
inhere
Field dressed
entrails
ditched in tallgrass
These things
as all things
scatter
to be scavenged
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Overture

There are only two worlds: past and future.
In language, the present
tense denotes an instance
which has, prior to its being
experienced, occurred entirely: eeting
(uninterrupted)
from forthcoming to aforetime—
October, once more. Over
the treeline, a mountain
range of winter’s oncoming clouds; still
leaves on the bald cypresses.
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CL Johnson
____________________________________________________
song: cold war 2

My progenitor, indeed –– Realpolitik! The True Cold War concluded
moons ago. Recording fugitive
odes for over twenty-two, and now
this parody of wartime elicits neither
the oral-fusillade nor - rehose of
simulations bygone, so we kinfolk
feud without noise. That is to say
this void of you is not your voice
and yet it ricochets o satellites
between the ears, a sparrow made
of cgi. That is to say I do not miss
those calls, calls ignored, declined,
as with everything that I am not
possessing strength enough to do,
with neither the amboyance nor the
velocity learned
under your enormous azure wings.
I wait for no apology. To mend those
primordial, child/parent bondages,
there is no purpose, then, to silence if
we pierce this void –– indeed, an
other voice. That is to sing distinc
tion/distinguish, extinction/extingui
sher –– to cease re? We are not alone.
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song: cold war 3

To pacify, or to suspend? Withdraw? You wish to soar
In my cap of gold through stacks without clue, on the hunt
For Mayakovsky, Mandelstam, or Pasternak. I succeed
Thereby to search in vain. No rain in sight. To be excited
Since, otherwise, this garden sucks victoriously, I’m sorry
To report. To strut outside and soak in it, the former Soviet
Union-heavy news-dump. In the single most irregular
Wireless zone, that cloud is like a white dog disintegrating
Star spangled blue. To what is one anathema? One is here,
Seated passenger-like, merely drinking at this picnic table
From the raucous cup of Tuesday, June eleventh,
doing some mundane stu
Like scanning the selected poems of late American
Frank O’Hara. First poem, third stanza, lines three and four
Have your answer: “I am / an orphan.” I mean, talk about
Vast, bewildering networks of awe, nerve and declarative
Synchronicity, only to decline a robocall from Caddo, O
klahoma seconds on. Duh, the whole sky is fucking wireless
Area. I lack your transmission. Save for that singular blue
Silhouette of war, everyone knows how to disintegrate
With ease –– without learning the curve, without letting y
The white ags to give up. Happy fourth of I warned you
From the raucous cup of Tuesday, June eleventh,
where the sun is a ball.
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song: cold war 4

1. Hyperbole o ers the burgeoning
smokestack a parasoled stratosphere.
2. Automation takes hostage my blood.
3. Agents peruse the crepuscular vault.
Pause. What purpose serves our silence
if I write you so that it might be read
out loud later to us all? 4. Lost (again),
I wait for no one to reply, as mythical
night is further o , hours from now, a
child passing in the opposite direction
who drags thumb across throat, with glee:
you treason. There is no fth installment.
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Ivan Peledov
____________________________________________________
For a While

They brought a few peculiar musical instruments with them
to our lonely planet across the crumpled sky, they succeeded
in having woken up a few trees, a few blades of grass, a bee,
a bear, a ock of waterfowl. But when they suddenly left,
the horizons didn't make a sound.
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Belief

The sun touches the wounds of the stars in the suburbs,
broken twigs of exploding trees,
broken limbs of garrulous monsters,
car tires on snow crust, train whistles, silence.
Good morning, St. Thomas,
says a dog named Jah into space.
Coyotes gather dry owers for broken mirrors,
shaking o dilapidated legends, shunning
candles and hourglasses.
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Carolyn Adams
Heavy Chain mRNA
paper collage on a postcard, 2019
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Margarita Sera mova
____________________________________________________
I too as Cavafy –
am thrown in Alexandria,
and she is everywhere,
living as the chambers of a heart.
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It was on a soaring evening
that I took stock of myself.
Not one of my hours had been in vain.
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Basileus is the falcon when in the torridness, sparkling,
he passes through the air,
and stands before the sea.
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Orchids, streams.
All and nothing passed.
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Black Animal,
I live with you,
and I want to live with you.
With you, I can share the mountains.
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Ellora Sutton
____________________________________________________
Seafoam
After ‘Daughters of the Mist’ by Evelyn De Morgan
The body is prismatic, is sheer.
The mist is gloss on my skin
or a second skin, a silk.
Whispering,
the rocks tell me all their people.
I slash my feet on their slippery
unkind words. It’s brutal,
how my knee
has an almighty row
with my femur,
the way my neck
forgets itself.
The girls haul me up,
strong as Death.
The mist takes us, makes us
one organism. The rocks
tear us to tissue, to shreds.
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I can see the stars
the stars
oating,

dilating,

like lily pads.
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Josslyn Turner
____________________________________________________
Active Shooter Drill
If there was someone armed in my school,
I would have been the ﬁrst one gone.
— Anonymous
Classmates separated
by gender—
boys
in the boys’ locker room,
girls
in the girls’ locker room—
as if time
would allow in this age
of school shooters,
for such arbitraries.
Trans girl
left in the hallway.
If someone with a gun
came through
those double doors,
I’d be the rst one
gone.
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James Penha
____________________________________________________
Spanish Moss
Spanish moss is not
Spanish nor is it
moss. Any Savannah
guide will tell you so.
Tillandsia usneoides
dripping everywhere
from the city's live
oaks harms no trees.
It looks like lichen,
like usnea moss, but
it is not a parasite;
it is an epiphyte
needing only a stand
to breathe and drink
the air and ower.
English colonists joked
it resembled harrowing
Conquistador beards
as irritating a presence
in nearby Florida
as the tiny red chiggers
that live in the hanging
gardens and when fallen
bury themselves in a hand
or a body agellated
and dangling in chains
like a ghostly epiphyte
struggling to breathe.
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Kat Heatherington
Sandhill Cranes
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Kat Heatherington
____________________________________________________
i walked half a mile in the sunshine carrying groceries/
and everywhere the forsythia bloomed
this year spring just snicked into place
like a key turning in the lock of winter.
the lock, well-oiled, sprang open with an icy clang,
and a thousand tiny yellow owers tumbled out,
followed by green-tipped grasses, da odils
and even tender dark dandelion greens.
the key slipped out with a small satis ed sigh,
and the lock tumbled loose from summer's door,
to be lost amid the wild owers until
November's icy winds rediscover it.
meanwhile the key, who is also Persephone,
and sunshine, a staircase to the in nite sky,
and of course, Love,
spun free and whirled o
above that same blooming meadow,
dancing.
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sun owers
at the end of the anthropocene
in the latest stage of late-stage capitalism,
i ll the house with sun owers.
the house, the sun, the sun owers
are not really in doubt.
but i am
and the future is,
and nearly everything else
is a distraction.
so when a 12’ stalk falls over in the garden,
i cut all the blossoms
and bring them indoors,
bouquets on every table, counter & windowsill,
spending their golden pollen on every surface
like dust
only precious
because it is made
from hope.
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Patricia Walsh
____________________________________________________
Nothing Making Sense
The icker of a tea light, nothing sacred
Lifetime achievements complicate misgivings
Translating beauty into a skein of fabric
Nicely wanting no better than what’s due
Stained glass hiraeth sings the hour.
Living to be looked at, a crooked misdemeanour
Freaking out over di erence, stopping hearts
Playing in the shadows an opportune pastime
Working against stereotype, icing on the cake
Picked at, swallowed, not counting decorum.
Running jokes at every downturn
Not understanding what lies at stake
The glass on the windshield contains the impossible
Badly focused truths run their course
Memorising faults for a lesser good.
Concentrated cheers fall short of e ect
Blurred creation liking its own risks
Going out the back for a quietened smoke
Announcing after nothing, good to a fault
Nighttime stalled for now, a steady gait.
Kissing to be realistic, gored to perfection
Bookish concatenations resigned to the shelf
Predictable games lie on corners
Shorter pleasures widening the girth
The magic box of tricks is forever there.
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Florida Beach Snapshot
Courtesy of Delia Garigan
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Delia Garigan
____________________________________________________
Florida Beach Snapshot
1952
Vanishing into the clattering mass of seagulls
Is the child whose back I almost recognize
One arm raised against a silver bluster of wings
That fray the daylight and bu et her face
Already her checkered suit is binding up
She will not remember the captured scene
Or the ock unseeing
Beyond the one-minded moment’s barrage
Frozen in cacophony
Memory erodes, feet chafe
On a gone beach, exhausted
By the round of daily forgetting
That wild ock heaving
Each life towards abandonment
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Hibah Shabkhez
____________________________________________________
Xystus: A Bookshelf Epigraph
There doth stand my place of enduring bliss,
A spring’s thorn-sing fusing me a joy-shield
Wick with word-force to ward o the abyss
To which my racked brain yearns burns turns to yield
There the owers sleepily shush the breeze,
As new nestlings twitter in the xystus,
There I seek refuge lest the abime seize
My spliced heart again in its cruel truss
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Vivian Wagner
____________________________________________________
Y-City
A wide river moves
slowly, brown with
mud and ice.
There’s a jail, a
limestone courthouse,
fentanyl, heroin.
Last year, a man
burned to death in a
law o ce’s vestibule.
And yet, this:
in the evening,
along the ceiling of
a yoga studio in the
Masonic Temple,
small, clear lights
blink on.
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Trophy Hunter
There’s a man
on Instagram who
takes videos of
lynxes padding
past in the snow,
salt-and-pepper
fur surrounding
human-like faces,
wary eyes.
And then,
o camera,
he shoots them.
The world’s
not all good.
It never has been.
But those faces.
Those eyes.
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tanner menard
____________________________________________________
I.

mind settles
so as if to colonize
all systems of education
mind prisons mind
prisms when the crystalline
structure evaporates
have you noticed
that the dew red
green & yellow
is traveling
sunward

unnamed
joy
joy
cross cross
untamed
came showering
what was
joy
rain
once
snow
a yard
sunlight
i wonder
glow why the human
cloud
race
crowd
in such a hurry
buildings
shush
new an owl on roof
of untrained mouth
i’ve said it before
i’ll say it again

when we say
oh let me hush
up & down we settle
oh let me grin
on motion towards
avoiding the cup
destination that just don’t
of age ole gin
quite exist the rain
i don’t have a man
the dew the you
i let loose the goose
somewhere in
i savored in nothing
the middle
& grew like a spruce
my gladness for idiots
is the only real thing
i have
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II.
no one says: is this tree a boy or a girl
my very green life
my green life
my life

the sunrise of jaqueline
nails green dark she searched
the colours ragamu n
rainbow sunset shelf
the cost of green
is worth a life
in certain counties
walking into the gas station far from the city nails like eyes all eyes on eyes

my green

to take
have the thought
they
before
may i take
breathes
how many
emerald

i
want
to be
not
so much
a tree
or bluet
action
i want
stroking
to squander
something
tentacles
fungal
of tradition
earthy
that you noose
motion
my green life
that says:
my green
forever ago land birthed a grammar knuckles bones joint whispers point you have painted
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Artist Statements & Author Biographies
Guest Readers
giuseppe manley is a queer Black poet who grew up in, and currently resides in, the state of Maine.
They have two dogs, work in IT, and are fond of making three item lists. giuseppe has served as Poetry
Editor for The Open Field, has read for Puerto Del Sol, and is currently on Twitter and Instagram as
@gehnmy.
Kou Sugita was born in Sapporo, Japan and was raised in Oregon. Most recently in the Los Angeles
area and Tucson, he currently lives among moss in Seattle. His poems have appeared in TYPO, The
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